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On 3rd January this year the Table Tennis trip of my lifetime began. I knew that China was the best nation at Table Tennis 
in the world. However, I had heard rumors, or words from some people I knew that going to China may not be helpful and 
could be bad for your game. However, from main coach Mark, I heard the right things, “go to China and learn as much you 
can, work hard like you always do, experience the best place for Table Tennis and improve”. With 9 months spent in Henan 
province of China, I now know those words from Mark were totally correct for a young player like myself.  
 

When approaching the practice hall for the first time I was excited before entering, hearing the sound of feet thundering 
around the floor and balls bouncing on the tables and being hit. I walked in and saw 20 tables, with taraflex flooring, many 
players and thought “this is where the big boys train”. There were almost 40 boys and 40 girls training very hard. The 
coach told me to get ready, warm up and sent me with the smaller squad to play matches to test my standard. The team of 
boys had 2 squads - Squad One had 16 players aged from 17-22 and Squad Two had 18 players ranging between 14-17 
years old. These were the BEST players from the province picked from national and provincial tournaments. Some players 
were picked from other provinces but they tend to be very good as it is costly to pay for players from elsewhere – provinces 
can buy players to be part of their training system and represent them at tournaments. I played 3 middle ranged players 
from Squad Two. I lost 2 of the 3 matches even though they were all close. I was happy enough despite being disappointed 
with some of the easy balls I missed and losing those matches.  
 

The thing with China is that most or all provincial teams are willing to spend a lot of money to create an environment 
which is best for their players to improve. This includes providing, free daily training (approx.. 6hrs per day) paying for 
high quality coaches, providing accommodation on the premises and food. I lived with the Team on the premises and many 
athletes from other sports. It’s a multisport precinct with a professional set up and made me realize why China is the best. A 
few athletes live at home if they are local but even some locals eat at the provincial team’s dining hall and/or live at the 
athlete’s dormitories and do their everyday things at the team’s facilities. Not many do this though. Most stay in the team. 
 

Squad Two boys, I was part of from January to August, train Monday- Saturday 8.30am-12.00pm and 3.00-6.30pm. 
However, during the schooling period which occurs most of the year for younger players (only kids younger than 17 have 
to go and is part time), it’s the schedule explained above. There’s no training on Wednesday and Friday mornings but is 1.5 
hour multiball practice on those nights. Squad Two only play “in house” tournaments every second Saturday and not each 
week like Squad One. More practice is required for the lower level players. The daily training consists of 1.5hr 
specific/footwork exercises and then 1.5hr multiball practice each morning and all specific and match like exercises in the 
afternoon then physical training from 6.00pm-6.30pm. The physical training has helped me a lot. I thought I may have had 
more back problems, as I originally had an injured lower back, but due to the regular physical training I now don’t have a 
problem. This is a common injury in Table Tennis but can be reduced with regular and correct physical training.   
 

To the program I am part off now. Squad one boys train Monday-Friday, 8:30am-11:00am and 3:00pm-6:30pm. Every 
morning from 11:00-11:30 is physical training and from 6:00-6:30pm is time for specific skills which doesn’t take much 
physical effort such as flicking, service, service receive and short pushing. Every morning would warm up (forehand to 
forehand and backhand to backhand) then single ball exercises which are more match play. Afternoon session would be 
warm up and then two footwork exercises and multiball.  Monday, Wednesday and Friday night from 7.40-8.30pm it would 
be any small work of your choice. Thursday afternoon the squad would rest though, they would have a meeting with all the 
coaches and the players. The coaches would either teach stuff or the players would analyze how their training has been over 
the past few days and their thoughts with everyday training and life, etc. Every Saturday is competition which is played 
over 2 sessions, 8.30am-11.30am and 3.00pm-5.30pm. There would be a tournament with two teams of some sort. 
Different each week but always with money or something on it to put pressure on the players to make the matches feel real.  
 

To the table training now; most footwork exercises are done with the focus mainly on forehands, some where you know 
where the ball is coming and is used to improve technique, footwork, staying close to the table, getting good timing on each 
shot and keeping many balls on the table. The random exercises are also focused on the playing more forehands. The 
coaches believe playing more forehands is best chance to achieve the highest standard so most exercisers compliment this 
thinking. I agree with this thinking. I am not saying that you must be a good forehand player and having a great backhand 
doesn’t matter. However, in most cases matches are won by playing more forehands. Most top male players feel more 
comfortable using their forehand under pressure and general there’s more room for power, speed, and consistency. 
Improving your backhand side is important but matches are generally won with players maximizing the use of their 
forehand. This is the generally the case for a male Player.  
All players at the higher levels need to have a strong service and solid service returns. As this is the case, the Chinese 
practice their service and returns a lot every day. They also play a lot of pressure type situations and matches so the players 
can improve during these tense times. There are awards or punishments for winners and losers. One of the advantages in 



China is the large number of players they have. The coaches use their numbers to organize big round robin tournaments. 
They are exciting and tough, mentally and physically. All players know each other so well and want to win so bad that the 
tournament is stressful and physically tough as you play many matches each day over a short period of time. In Squad One, 
I found it interesting with the monthly round robins as there are rewards best performed players. The top 3 get special food 
each meal that only they are allowed to eat until the next round robin is played. The top 8 also get free rubbers once a 
month. Even though the players live together and are friends it’s literally war when these round robins are played. 
 

During my time here, it’s been great to see some players I have already known and played against in the past, training here. 
New Zealander Kevin Wu and Taiwan’s Hung Tzu Hsiang (2010 Youth Olympic Games silver medalist in singles) who I 
am great friends with also trains here every new year with other strong Taiwanese players. Mexico’s Marcos Madrid (beat 
Kenta Matsudaira in 2008) and Canada’s Pierre Luc-Hinse trained here at different times through the year.  
 

There are also many coaches in this team. These coaches have great knowledge of the game and technical aspects of all 
shots – the coaches have all been elite players in the past. There are 6 coaches in the team, three in each squad. Every coach 
has helped me a lot with match experience, how to play matches and technique. Very skillful coaches is something every 
country needs but usually don’t have much, especially like Australia. China is full of great coaches! They also teach you 
“how” to practice. Practice without knowing how to manage your skills and what type of exercises to do is not much 
benefit. Knowing how to practice, despite how hard you work, will help you improve a lot. The things I’m being taught in 
China is similar to what Mark has showed me in Melbourne so it’s great to know I’ve got someone at home who 
understands how to structure training sessions and improve different skills I need to reach a higher level and better results.  
 

The difference with training at home in Melbourne compared to training here in China is very big!! The quality of the 
practice partners, intensity the coaches expect and the hours you get to spend on the table is all much more compared to 
back at home. I feel when I go back home, practice will be different and the quality of everything will go down. In China, 
you are with players who are striving for a higher level and success every day. Whereas in Australia, everybody is taking 
Table Tennis as a hobby so there isn’t enough pressure on Australian Table Tennis players to improve and not enough 
advice, rewards/money, tournament chances and practice chances. The top 5 players in Squad One here are paid monthly 
wages. They get paid 1,500 RMB monthly and that’s pretty good for a young athlete considering the average wage in China 
is 800-2,000RMB monthly depending on your job – in Australia, this would be the same as getting $6,000-8,000 per month 
to be in the top 5 of the State. This money gets used to pay for their TT equipment and anything else for themselves. 
 

It is not easy to get into the Squad One. Players get promoted and relegated through the Squads. The same rules apply for 
moving up/down squads apply for the three female squads. Most of the time, there is a monthly round robin for each Squad, 
providing there are not too many outside (away from our province) tournaments to play in. Twice a year there is a “whole 
team” round robin involving both Squads. When playing the monthly round robins, the bottom three players from Squad 
One and the top two players from Squad Two progress into a five man round robin. If any Squad Two player defeats a 
Squad One player they go up and take the spot of the person they beat who goes down and must train in Squad Two until 
the next round robin is played. When playing the whole team round robins, the ones who finish in the top 12 get into Squad 
One and the rest are in Squad Two. For me, I had improved a lot and got up into the top 3 in Squad Two but the team didn’t 
have any round robins for a while due to busy outside tournament schedule so my Mum got me into Squad One by talking 
to the coaches as I don’t get the chance to live here forever. My level is now in the bottom part of Squad One.  
 

In June I came back to Australia to play in Australian Senior Open where I played in Senior Team Event for Victoria and 
Individual Events. My results were ok (r-up in Under 21 Men’s Singles & Doubles) but wasn’t really happy with the way I 
played. I went back to Henan province on June 26th but soon after had some health problems and had appendicitis. I had 
surgery on June 30 which took me out of table tennis for a month where I started again late July. I commenced with light 
physical work like service practice, receive, blocking and counter-hitting until a week later going into backhand looping 
close to the table, blocking and feeding multiball then after 2 weeks my body was ready to physically train hard again.  
 
This year I have played in many more competitions than I have had in the past years in Australia combined with training 
much more often on a weekly basis (approx. 30 hours per week compared to 12-15 hours per week at home). Even though 
most are “in house” provincial events they feel the same as an official tournament. This year I have played 3 Local Chinese 
tournaments where one had 867 entrants with 79 tables used in a stadium just bigger than MSA. The tournament everyday 
was packed and noise was soooooooo loud! It was something I’ve never seen before and was such a different experience. It 
was just crazy! The other two tournaments had 679 and 784 entrants respectively. In one tournament I made the 2nd round 
of the main draw which was my 12th match (won 9 and lost 3) after going through 3 group stages before reaching main 
draw knockout stage. There are so many table tennis players in China it’s unbelievable!  
All the top provincial players from each province get together for a one month training camp – consists of 70 boys & 70 
girls. They wake up 6.00 each morning, run 5km then train 3 (three) sessions a day OR they wake up and start training at 
6.00am and train 4 (four) sessions a day. This lasts for 3 weeks and it is destined to get you sick. It’s to toughen the players 
up!! As these players are already considered to be very good players and quite well known in China but they have huge 



expectations on them like no other country in the world. In these weeks, they undergo army training, table work, physical 
work and even learning English. On the 4th week, where everyone is almost about to be sick or already has been, they play 
a round robin of the 70 players. It goes for 7 days with 10 matches a day. The top 7 make the Chinese National Youth 
Team. The National team is a team of few players in which millions of great players from the country all fight like war! 
 

Apart from the Super League in China, there are 6 leagues below which are played as full week (Monday-Sunday) 
tournaments twice a year. I had the great opportunity to play and represent the Henan team in the 4th league (5th highest 
league – top one called Super League then 1st league, 2nd league, etc) where I won 3/9 matches in the 3rd position of our 
Team. The team got me to move down to 5th league for the ending half of the year due to my bad performance in the 4th 
league, which would be the second worst in China where my level now would be considered slightly above average.  
 

I have also had the great opportunity to enter and represent Australia at the Chengdu Junior Open (September 1st-5th) where 
fellow Australian, Dillon Cathcart, participated. We played as a team with a local Chengdu boy. We ended up losing in the 
main draw to China D team and got 5th spot of 9 teams. In the singles, I was seeded 8th and got through the group beating 
Hong Kong boy in 5 games, a Taiwanese player 3-0 and a Chengdu boy 3-0 topping my group as number 1. After that I had 
the pleasure of playing Number 1 seed and top Chinese player Zhou Kai. He was too good for me winning 4-0 despite me 
still being close in each game scores despite losing 4-0 and I still played my best and a great game!  
 

I have played 4 Squad Two round robins and one whole team round robin which consisted of 33 players (that time 
including 7 Taiwanese players who were there training at the time). The whole team round robin lasted 4 days with 8 
matches (best of 5 games) a day. I finished 32nd (2nd last) and lost 8 in 5 sets. It was physically so demanding the week later 
I was sick yet again!  We recently played this round robin again and I finished 14th of 36 players. 
 

During my stay in China I have studied two Year 12 subjects (Mathematical Methods and Further Mathematics) organized 
through the Distance Education of Victoria. It’s tough having to do well in both subjects while focusing on Table Tennis. 
Over time, I’ve learned how to manage my time well and am now used to it. My mother is also here in China which makes 
it easier to manage everything. I know she is working hard and thank her for staying here and helping me a lot! She washes 
all my clothes and many other things to help with time management and my ability to do well in both study and sport.  
 

My daily routine has been, 6.50am wake up for a 7.00 breakfast. I study until 8.15 then training 8.30-11.30. After each 
training session stretching and warming down time is given, have a shower then 12:00 is lunch time. I then study from 
around 12.30pm until 1.30pm where I would sleep from 1.30pm-2.30pm and then training from 3:00-6:30. I come back and 
shower until a 6.50pm dinner. On Tuesdays and Saturdays, where practice is not on at night, I would study those nights 
before bed time. I would study on the Monday, Wednesday and Friday until 6.45pm as there would be practice at night and 
I would shower then get to bed those nights on practice. On Thursday afternoon practice is not on, So I go to the Squad One 
team meeting from 3.00pm after afternoon sleep and study after it until dinner and then after dinner until bed time at 
9.30pm. On Sundays, I practice from 9.30-11.00am and use the rest of the day to catch up on training summaries, go out for 
dinner and then use the whole day to prepare the week and study. All my meals would be at the dining hall in the team 
which is a 1 minute walk from both where I sleep and the Training stadium which are right next to each other.  
 

Coming up, I have the Australian Junior Championships (2 weeks away), exams for my 2 year 12 subjects in November 
then prepare for the Olympic Games Qualifying in February which I will most likely come back to Henan for 2 months. 

         


